Agenda

Committee for the Expert Review of Synthesis and Assessment Product 4.3
U.S. Department of Agriculture
1400 Independence Avenue SW #4433
Washington, DC
June 19-20, 2007

Day 1: Tuesday June 19, 2007

8:00 Registration

8:30 Call to Order, Announcements, Review of Meeting Format, and Introductions
   (Tom Lovejoy and Meg Walsh)

9:00 Committee Background and FACA Obligations (Peter Chen)

9:30 Overview of Report (Meg Walsh and Bill Hohenstein)
   • CCSP SAP Guidelines
   • Report Structure
   • Timeline

10:00 Break

10:15 Key Findings, Conclusions, and Overarching Issues (Tony Janetos)

10:45 Public Comment (individuals and groups are limited to five minutes)

11:15 Overview of Agriculture Chapter (Jerry Hatfield)

11:45 Lunch

1:00 Overview of Land Resources Chapter (Mike Ryan and Steve Archer)

1:30 Overview of Water Resources Chapter (Dennis Lettenmaier)

2:00 Overview of Biodiversity Chapter (Tony Janetos)

2:30 Open Discussion (Tom Lovejoy)

3:00 Break

3:15 Individual Chapter Reviews by Subcommittees (Not Public)

4:30 Open Discussion

5:00 Adjourn

Draft Agenda (06/06/07)
Day 2: Wednesday June 20, 2007

8:30 Call to Order, Announcements, Review of Meeting Format (Tom Lovejoy and Meg Walsh)

8:15 Individual Chapter Reviews by Subcommittees (Not Public)

10:00 Break

10:15 Status Reports from Subcommittees

12:00 Lunch

1:00 Open Discussion Focusing on Report Integration (Tom Lovejoy)

2:00 Open Discussion focusing on Next Steps (Tom Lovejoy)

2:30 Public Comment (individuals and groups are limited to five minutes)

3:00 Adjourn